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Addition (sums 50 or less)  

Grade 1 Word Problems Worksheet 
 
 

Morgan’s family went to an ocean park on a family 

trip.  

 

1. Morgan has 2 brothers and 3 sisters. How many 

siblings does he have? 

 

 

 

 

2.  In the sea lion show, there were 4 sea lions 

performing in one pool and 9 sea lions swimming 

in the other pool.  How many sea lions were there 

in all? 

 

 

 

 

3.  The vendor in the park sold 14 packs of corn 

chips, 21 packs of potato chips and 25 cans of 

soda. How many packs of snacks did 

the vendor sell?  
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4. Trails were one of the tourist attractions at the 

ocean park. Visitors lined up in lines to enter the 

trails. There were 20 visitors in the first line and 22 

visitors in the second line. How many visitors were 

there lining up for the trails? 

 

 

 

5. The family visited the oceanarium. They saw 12 

big saltwater fish and 15 big freshwater fish. How 

many big fish did they see altogether? 

 

 

 

6. Morgan’s family spent 32 minutes strolling through 

the oceanarium, and they spent another 11 

minutes observing the fish and taking pictures. 

How many minutes altogether did the family 

spend in the oceanarium? 

 

 

 

7. Write the addition equation for this sentence: 

There were 2 big ponds in the park. Each pond 

had 18 koi fish. There were 36 koi fish in the 

ponds.” 
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Answers 
 

1.  2 + 3= 5  
Morgan has 5 siblings.   

 
2.  4 + 9 = 13  

There were 13 sea lions. 
 
3.  14 + 21 = 35  

There were 35 cans sold. 
 
4.  20 + 22 = 42  

There were 42 visitors lining up for the trails.   
 
5.  12 + 15 = 27  

They saw 27 big fish in the oceanarium. 
 
6.  32 + 11 = 43  

The family spent 43 minutes in the oceanarium. 
 
7.  18 + 18 = 36 
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